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Commentators call the United States an empire: occasionally a
benign empire, sometimes an empire in denial, often a
destructive empire. In American Umpire Elizabeth Cobbs Hoffman
asserts instead that America has performed the role of umpire
since 1776, compelling adherence to rules that gradually earned
broad approval, and violating them as well.
Being the history of that Branch of the Scottish House of
Callendar which settled in the English Province of New York
during the Reign of Charles the Second and also including an
account of Robert Livingston of Albany, "The Nephew", a Settler
in the same Province, and his principal Descendants.
In Columbia Rising, Bancroft Prize-winning historian John L.
Brooke explores the struggle within the young American nation
over the extension of social and political rights after the
Revolution. By closely examining the formation and interplay of
political structures and civil institutions in the upper Hudson
Valley, Brooke traces the debates over who should fall within
and outside of the legally protected category of citizen. The
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story of Martin Van Buren threads the narrative, since his views
profoundly influenced American understandings of consent and
civil society and led to the birth of the American party system.
Brooke's analysis of the revolutionary settlement as a dynamic
and unstable compromise over the balance of power offers a
window onto a local struggle that mirrored the nationwide effort
to define American citizenship.
Independence Lost
Lord Salisbury's Referendal Theory and the Conservative Party,
1846-1922
1976: January-June
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
New England Federalists
Clinical Handbook of Couple Therapy, Fifth Edition

Principles and Practice of American Politics: Classic and Contemporary Readings, 5th
EditionSAGE
Regarded as the authoritative reference and text, this handbook presents the most
effective, widely studied approaches to couple therapy. The distinguished coeditors bring
together other leading experts, most of whom developed the approaches they describe.
Adhering closely to a uniform structure to facilitate study and comparison, chapters
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cover the history, theoretical and empirical underpinnings, and techniques of each
model. The volume also describes cutting-edge applications for particular relationship
contexts (such as blended families, LGBT couples, and separated couples) and clinical
problems (such as partner aggression, psychological disorders, and medical issues). New
to This Edition *Chapters on interpersonal neurobiology and intercultural relationships.
*Chapters on couple therapy for PTSD, functional analytic couple therapy, and the
integrative problem-centered metaframeworks approach. *Many new
authors.*Extensively revised with the latest theory and research. See also Clinical
Casebook of Couple Therapy, edited by Alan S. Gurman, which presents in-depth
illustrations of treatment.
Beginning with controversies related to British and French attacks on U.S. neutral trade
in 1805, this book looks at crucial developments in national politics, public policy, and
foreign relations from the perspective of New England Federalists. Through its focus
on the partisan climate in Congress that appeared to influence federal statutes, New
England Federalists: Widening the Sectional Divide in Jeffersonian America sets out to
explain, in their own words, why Federalists, especially those often deemed extreme or
radical by contemporaries and historians alike, escalated a campaign to repeal the
Constitution’s three-fifths clause (which included slaves in the calculation for
congressional representation and votes in the Electoral College) while encouraging
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violations of federal law and advocating northern secession from the Union. Unlike
traditional interpretations of early nineteenth-century politics that focus on
Jeffersonian political economy, this study brings the impetus for Federalist
obstructionism and sectionalism into sharp relief. Federalists who became the sole
defenders of New England’s economic independence and free labor force, later issued
calls for northerners to unite against the spread of slavery and southern control of the
central government. Along with controversies that placed sectional harmony in jeopardy,
this work links themes in Federalist opposition rhetoric to the important antislavery
arguments that would flourish in antebellum culture and politics.
The Transition from Dutch to English Law 1643-1727
Mass Media Unleashed
Trailer Life's RV Repair & Maintenance Manual
Widening the Sectional Divide in Jeffersonian America
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Crime of the Committee on the Judiciary, House
of Representatives, Ninety-eighth Congress, First Session ... April 7, 1983
13,000 Assumed Names and Their Origins, 5th ed.
The gold standard for Congress courses for over 30 years Congress and Its
Members, Sixteenth Edition, by Roger H. Davidson, Walter J. Oleszek, Frances E.
Lee, and Eric Schickler, offers readers current, comprehensive coverage of
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Congress and the legislative process by examining the tension between
Congress as a lawmaking institution and as a collection of politicians constantly
seeking re-election. The Sixteenth Edition of this best-selling text considers the
2016 elections and discusses the agenda of the new Congress, White
House–Capitol Hill relations, party and committee leadership changes, judicial
appointments, and partisan polarization, as well as covering changes to
budgeting, campaign finance, lobbying, public attitudes about Congress,
reapportionment, rules, and procedures. Always balancing great scholarship with
currency, the best-seller features lively case material along with relevant data,
charts, exhibits, maps, and photos.
A rising-star historian offers a significant new global perspective on the
Revolutionary War with the story of the conflict as seen through the eyes of the
outsiders of colonial society Winner of the Journal of the American Revolution
Book of the Year Award • Winner of the Society of the Cincinnati in the State of
New Jersey History Prize • Finalist for the George Washington Book Prize Over
the last decade, award-winning historian Kathleen DuVal has revitalized the study
of early America’s marginalized voices. Now, in Independence Lost, she
recounts an untold story as rich and significant as that of the Founding Fathers:
the history of the Revolutionary Era as experienced by slaves, American Indians,
women, and British loyalists living on Florida’s Gulf Coast. While citizens of the
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thirteen rebelling colonies came to blows with the British Empire over tariffs and
parliamentary representation, the situation on the rest of the continent was even
more fraught. In the Gulf of Mexico, Spanish forces clashed with Britain’s
strained army to carve up the Gulf Coast, as both sides competed for allegiances
with the powerful Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek nations who inhabited the
region. Meanwhile, African American slaves had little control over their own lives,
but some individuals found opportunities to expand their freedoms during the
war. Independence Lost reveals that individual motives counted as much as the
ideals of liberty and freedom the Founders espoused: Independence had a
personal as well as national meaning, and the choices made by people living
outside the colonies were of critical importance to the war’s outcome. DuVal
introduces us to the Mobile slave Petit Jean, who organized militias to fight the
British at sea; the Chickasaw diplomat Payamataha, who worked to keep his
people out of war; New Orleans merchant Oliver Pollock and his wife, Margaret
O’Brien Pollock, who risked their own wealth to organize funds and garner
Spanish support for the American Revolution; the half-Scottish-Creek leader
Alexander McGillivray, who fought to protect indigenous interests from European
imperial encroachment; the Cajun refugee Amand Broussard, who spent a
lifetime in conflict with the British; and Scottish loyalists James and Isabella
Bruce, whose work on behalf of the British Empire placed them in grave danger.
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Their lives illuminate the fateful events that took place along the Gulf of Mexico
and, in the process, changed the history of North America itself. Adding new
depth and moral complexity, Kathleen DuVal reinvigorates the story of the
American Revolution. Independence Lost is a bold work that fully establishes the
reputation of a historian who is already regarded as one of her generation’s best.
Praise for Independence Lost “[An] astonishing story . . . Independence Lost will
knock your socks off. To read [this book] is to see that the task of recovering the
entire American Revolution has barely begun.”—The New York Times Book
Review “A richly documented and compelling account.”—The Wall Street Journal
“A remarkable, necessary—and entirely new—book about the American
Revolution.”—The Daily Beast “A completely new take on the American
Revolution, rife with pathos, double-dealing, and intrigue.”—Elizabeth A. Fenn,
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Encounters at the Heart of the World
Probes the relationship between the conditions of colonial "modernization" and
the methods of anthropological knowledge
Abnormal Psychology, Fifth Edition
Books in Print ...
Civil Life on the Upper Hudson from the Revolution to the Age of Jackson
The WIC Newsletter of the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
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Essays on the Practical History of Anthropology

Looks at the transformation of government policy since 1980
that has lead to changes in electronic media. The author
argues that Washington policymakers must scrap the old
regulatory system and write a new policy script designed to
guarantee a broadcast service that is free, and dedicated
to serving Americans as citizens, not just as consumers.
Considers the impact of dominant powers on cooperation
between states in the world economy
Carefully condensed by authors Christine Barbour and Gerald
C. Wright—no cut-and-paste version here—Keeping the
Republic: Power and Citizenship in American Politics, 5th
Brief Edition gives your students all the continuity and
crucial content of the full version, in a more concise,
value-oriented package. And now, your students benefit from
a full-color interior design. Photos jump off the page and
colorful charts, tables, and maps enhance students' data
literacy. This up-to-date revision pulls in thoughtful
discussion of the second half of the Obama administration
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and the 2012 election results. Repeatedly praised for
engaging students to think critically about "who gets what
and how," the authors show them how institutions and rules
determine who wins and who loses in the political arena.
The authors carefully craft each section and feature to
develop students' analytic capabilities, to build
confidence in students who want to take an active part in
their communities.
Lives on the Edge of the American Revolution
The United States Catalog
Dictionary of Pseudonyms
Principles and Practice of American Politics: Classic and
Contemporary Readings, 5th Edition
A Record of the Achievements of Her People in the Making of
a Commonwealth and the Building of a Nation
The Monthly Cumulative Book Index
The remarkable untold story of Thomas Jefferson’s three
daughters—two white and free, one black and enslaved—and the
divergent paths they forged in a newly independent America FINALIST
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FOR THE GEORGE WASHINGTON PRIZE • “Beautifully written . . . To a
nuanced study of Jefferson’s two white daughters, Martha and Maria,
[Kerrison] innovatively adds a discussion of his only enslaved daughter,
Harriet Hemings.”—The New York Times Book Review Thomas Jefferson
had three daughters: Martha and Maria by his wife, Martha Wayles
Jefferson, and Harriet by his slave Sally Hemings. Although the three
women shared a father, the similarities end there. Martha and Maria
received a fine convent school education while they lived with their
father during his diplomatic posting in Paris. Once they returned home,
however, the sisters found their options limited by the laws and
customs of early America. Harriet Hemings followed a different path.
She escaped slavery—apparently with the assistance of Jefferson
himself. Leaving Monticello behind, she boarded a coach and set off for
a decidedly uncertain future. For this groundbreaking triple biography,
history scholar Catherine Kerrison has uncovered never-beforepublished documents written by the Jefferson sisters, as well as letters
written by members of the Jefferson and Hemings families. The richly
interwoven stories of these strong women and their fight to shape their
own destinies shed new light on issues of race and gender that are still
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relevant today—and on the legacy of one of our most controversial
Founding Fathers. Praise for Jefferson’s Daughters “A fascinating
glimpse of where we have been as a nation . . . Catherine Kerrison tells
us the stories of three of Thomas Jefferson’s children, who, due to their
gender and race, lived lives whose most intimate details are lost to
time.”—USA Today “A valuable addition to the history of Revolutionaryera America.”—The Boston Globe “A thought-provoking nonfiction
narrative that reads like a novel.”—BookPage
"Includes the rediscovered part four"--Cover.
Extensive updating throughout and a dramatically enhanced media and
supplements package, including all new video case studies, makes this
new edition of Abnormal Psychology the most effective yet.
Mergers and Economic Concentration
WEALTH BY STEALTH
American Umpire
Telephone Directory
Keeping the Republic: Power and Citizenship in American Politics, 5th
Brief Edition
Federal Investigation and Prosecution of Pharmacy Robberies
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The 1st ed. accompanied by a list of Library of Congress card numbers for books
(except fiction, pamphlets, etc.) which are included in the 1st ed. and its supplement,
1926/29.
"The complete technical manual and troubleshooting guide for motorhomes, travel
trailers, fifth wheels, folding campers, truck campers, and vans"--Notes.
Constitutional law is clearly shaped by judicial actors. But who else contributes?
Scholars in the past have recognized that the legislative branch plays a significant role
in determining structural issues, such as separation of powers and federalism, but
stopped there--claiming that only courts had the independence and expertise to
safeguard individual and minority rights. In this readable and engaging narrative, the
authors identify the nuts and bolts of the national dialogue and relate succinct
examples of how elected officials and the general public often dominate the Supreme
Court in defining the Constitution's meaning. Making use of case studies on race,
privacy, federalism, war powers, speech, and religion, Devins and Fisher demonstrate
how elected officials uphold individual rights in such areas as religious liberty and free
speech as well as, and often better than, the courts. This fascinating debunking of
judicial supremacy argues that nonjudicial contributions to constitutional
interpretation make the Constitution more stable, more consistent with constitutional
principles, and more protective of individual and minority rights.
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Biographical Dictionary of North American Classicists
Robert Livingston and the Politics of Colonial New York, 1654-1728
Congress and Its Members
The American Historical Review
Three Sisters, White and Black, in a Young America
Jonathan Livingston Seagull
Combining timeless readings with cutting-edge, current selections, Kernell and Smith bring
judicious editing and important context for students learning the ropes of American government.
This collection effectively examines the strategic behavior of key players in American politics,
showing that political actors, though motivated by their own interests, are governed by the
Constitution, the law, and institutional rules, as well as influenced by the strategies of others.
The 5th edition features 17 new readings, including 5 pieces written specifically for this volume.
True to form, each and every selection is artfully framed by Kernell and SmithÆs headnotes,
providing an invaluable grounding for todayÆs students.
This study of ideological politics in Victorian and Edwardian England centers on a referendal
theory promoted by the great Lord Salisbury when he opposed William Gladstone's Liberal
governments. It was subsequently carried forward in the form of the referendum by Salisbury's
son-in-law and ideological heir, the second Lord Selborne. Salisbury is today recognized as the
most successful electorally of Conservative leaders. Selborne, though not as well known to
historians, had a high contemporary reputation as an imperial proconsul who had united South
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Africa. According to the referendal theory, the house of lords had a duty to refer disputed
legislation to the electorate when the house of commons, in the lords' judgment, lacked a
mandate for the measure in question. That is, the lords' political barometer was not the
commons, as Gladstone contended, but the nation at large. If this proposition prevailed, the lords
could freely exercise an independent legislative veto in an age of expanding democracy. Not
until the Liberals passed the Parliament Act (1911) were they able to counter the theory
effectively. But well before this stage was reached, Selborne's advocacy of the referendum was
challenged by another Conservative leader, Lord Curzon, who had served for a decade as
viceroy of India. The rivalry that followed two imperial proconsuls provides this study with one
of its most provocative and illuminating themes.
Substantially revised and enlarged, this new edition of the Dictionary of Pseudonyms includes
more than 2,000 new entries, bringing the volume's total to approximately 13,000 assumed
names, nicknames, stage names, and aliases. The introduction has been entirely rewritten, and
many previous entries feature new accompanying details or quoted material. This volume also
features a significantly greater number of cross-references than was included in previous
editions. Arranged by pseudonym, the entries give the true name, vital dates, country of origin or
settlement, and profession. Many entries also include the story behind the person’s name
change.
Leading Questions
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopoly, and Business Rights of the
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Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, Ninety-sixth Congress, First Session, on S.
600 ....
Genealogical and Family History of Western New York
Colonial Subjects
How Hegemony Affects the International Political Economy
The Livingstons of Livingston manor
The text explores the changes in America's internal power structure after the establishment of
the Federal Reserve System in 1913. It acts as the central bank of the country but is a foreign
body by its origin, conduct, and lack of normal affiliation with the constitutional bodies of power:
Congress, Government, and the Judicial. It allows the institution to openly ignore the formal
mandates given it by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, allowing it to act independently and
without accountability for its acts and their consequences. By all evidence, it is the ruling power
of the country in domestic and also foreign matters. Its independence in policy setting and
implementation has put it on a direct collision course with its historic purpose, yet without any
official inquiries or questions asked. Its imperial behavior leaves the proud and powerful
American nation in a status equal to a colony of its former British masters.
This is the biography of a wily Scots settler who arrived in New York in 1675 and became one of
the colony's wealthiest and most powerful citizens. His career illustrates the growing breach
between English and American approaches to political and administrative problems. Originally
published in 1961. A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the
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latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that
were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from the original, and are
presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.
While European scholarship in the Classics has a long and established tradition, very little has
been written on the history of classical scholarship in North America. This book provides a
starting point for defining the history of North American Classics scholarship. The volume
contains some 600 biographical profiles of figures who significantly influenced Classical
scholarship in the United States and Canada.
Oversight Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Crime of the Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Ninety-ninth Congress, First Session ... June 6, 1985
How Washington Policymakers Shortchanged the American Public
Women and Property in Colonial New York
Books and Serials on Law and Its Related Subjects
The House of Lords and Ideological Politics
Law Books, 1876-1981
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